Colleges prepare to graduate to next-gen identity systems

The need for stronger security and more seamless access to virtual campus life prompts higher ed officials to consider agile, passwordless identity platforms.

"Higher education IT administrators have always been challenged with managing who has access to their institution’s resources. User profiles routinely blend together every semester as students work as campus employees, graduate students serve as faculty assistants and staff employees take online classes.

The challenge of identifying campus IT users—and controlling what resources they have access to—has become even more acute as students and faculty continue to adjust to remote learning conditions. That's forcing colleges and universities to take a closer look at more agile and automated security solutions that can authorize and authenticate users' identities quickly and ensure they can securely access the resources they need.

Universities in recent years have made headway trying to centralize the login credentialing process, both to reduce the friction users often experience and the burden on help desks to reset passwords. But while centralized login platforms can streamline how users enter the digital campus, tighter controls still must be put in place to regulate all the different resources users have to access—from courseware to dining hall debit cards—depending on whether they're a student or staff, applicant or alumni.

Universities also are coming to terms with a weak link in every identity and access system: the relative ease for abusing traditional usernames and passwords. That is why higher education IT administrators stand to benefit from robust identity authentication solutions that do not depend on a username and password, and instead allow organizations to establish tiered policies and requirements that can prompt for a second factor for authentication.

This not only reduces security risks, but also helps to lower IT and help desk costs and provide a more user-friendly experience, says Kelsey Nelson, Senior Product Marketing Manager at Okta.

The path to streamline identity and access

The University of Notre Dame represents what many higher education institutions have had to address, according to Nelson. As the university’s digital infrastructure expanded, as did the risk of data breaches, it became an increasing challenge for the university’s homegrown identity and access management (IAM) system—which dated back more than two decades—to keep up.

With more than 18,200 students, faculty and staff, the university recognized the need for a more robust and frictionless IAM solution so that its stakeholders could access resources to learn, teach, research and collaborate across the campus. The IT department also wanted a more efficient way to balance security and user experience, so the university, among other measures, implemented a multi-factor authentication solution. The cloud-based identity platform automates IT workflows and gives administrators greater visibility into daily IAM activities and account provisioning.

Ultimately you are pushing towards stronger security that is better for the end user. Imagine getting a security notification every time you sign in. Eventually the user will become numb to that and...circumvent your security.

Kelsey Nelson
Senior Product Marketing Manager

Establishing identities—and a user’s role—is key for higher education institutions to help define a user where accesses intersect, Nelson says. For example, students and faculty need different access privileges to a given class’s gradebook. And a graduate student can be a student one minute and serve in the role of an instructor the next minute. An IAM platform needs to recognize and control segmented access rights.
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Stronger authentication and improved user experience

The push to adopt multi-factor and two-factor authentication solutions are helping higher-education organization strengthen their security and access, but this is also a stepping-stone to more effective and streamlined access controls.

“The challenge with MFA lies with low-assurance second factors, such as SMS, which are widely used but have well-documented weaknesses that are exploitable by hackers,” Nelson explains. "Finding the balance between multi-factor and passwordless authentication tools will drive better user experience and strong security for organizations.”

"What I hear from IT leaders from the higher education sector is a need for stronger security, without adding friction for students and for staff members,” she says. “And that friction looks different for both of these end-user groups. If you lock everything down to make it really hard to get into for attackers, you are also making it more difficult for your end-user.”

Colleges and universities are particularly vulnerable because of the overlapping and evolving nature of their users’ roles.

Modern identity management and policy engines allow IT administrators to better define who a user is at a given time and change privileges as they move through their identity lifecycle. Additionally, with current automation technology, policy engines can deliver stronger identity hygiene. So, if a student changes a department, or a staff member audits a course, those permissions are updated accordingly.

"Ultimately you are pushing towards stronger security that is better for the end user,” says Nelson. "Imagine you’re an end-user and you’re getting a security notification every time you sign in. Eventually the user will become numb to that and it’s no longer going to add value. Additionally, if it’s too hard, end-users are going to circumvent your security.”

That’s why IT security officials are increasingly looking for ways to abandon the need for passwords altogether, and adopt solutions that support a passwordless experience.

By 2022, Gartner predicts that 60% of large enterprises, and 90% of midsize enterprises, will implement passwordless methods in more than 50% of use cases—up from 5% in 2018.